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1/5 Flowers to your imagination
Contemporary jewelry collection

 

 ID: 52649. Last updated: 19.05.2016  

Solution

Contemporary jewelry collection
Image, smell, feeling of transience,
fragility, sympathy, antipathy, love,
color. True, artificial, pot, field,
bulb, indoor, snow, out of my head
... Flower? WHAT? Where? What?
Why? Just This has entered the
brain, taken root and turned into a
tree. Or perhaps will fly away like a
bird, fade away, lose scent and
cease to exist... Just as a flower -
jewelry is a boost for imagination, a
friend, beauty, smell - deep rooted
into the wardrobe, only one. There
are no two identical flowers, only
same species, just as "Flowers to
your Imagination". But each flower /
jewelry is a separate individual,
blossom, tree, planet, bird, amulet,
a friend.
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2/5 Flowers to your imagination
Contemporary jewelry collection

Explain how and why you created this work. Was it for a specific brief, etc.?

.
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3/5 Flowers to your imagination
Contemporary jewelry collection

What were you trying to express?

.
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4/5 Flowers to your imagination
Contemporary jewelry collection

Is it 100% your original work?

100% my idea
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5/5 Flowers to your imagination
Contemporary jewelry collection
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Creative's profile

Ruta Naujalyte
textile artist
Oslo, Norway

Creative's top 5 skills

Textile Design
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